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The Cold War Iron Curtain tends to be remembered in its physical manifestation, as an impervious barrier, built solidly of concrete and barbed wire. Like the hedge of thorns surrounding the Grimms’ fairytale castle, it seemed the embodiment of impenetrability, creating an historical ‘land that time forgot’, cut off from the liberal world of the West. The object lesson in hermetic East-West containment has traditionally been provided by Germany: divided into zones since the Second World War, and from 1949 represented by two separate states, the western Federal Republic and the eastern German Democratic Republic (GDR). Viewed from the outside, East Germany appeared to become the closed society par excellence, a secret police state guarded by a militarised border. Since the end of the Cold War, however, it has become evident how porous the East-West border was, penetrated not only by people and ideas, but by the electronic media in the ‘war of the ether’. As one East German agency noted in 1961, the GDR was the target of a whole battery of broadcasters:
What Radio in the American Sector cannot manage with its heavy-handed yokel-baiting, Radio Luxembourg is supposed to achieve with schmaltzy hit parades and idiotic write-ins. If that does not work, the BBC is ready with its ‘objective’, refined news programmes, and failing that, then Sender Freies Berlin or West Germany’s Black Channel jump into the breach. The right thing for every taste.​[1]​
 
	The peculiarity of the electronic wars of the twentieth century was that, as well as using the airwaves to inform and entertain home populations, these same technologies could be exploited by the outside 'other'. Radio in particular was a double-edged sword which allowed citizens to retune to counter-propaganda. During the Second World War all the warring parties had used radio as a branch of psychological warfare to reach enemy populaces. The Cold War merely continued this tradition. Walter Hixson was one of the first to show how radio helped to 'part' the Iron Curtain. The USA's Voice of America extended its wartime role, but now aimed at the Soviet Union and its satellites.​[2]​ Although VOA moved away from what it regarded as overt propaganda to factual news reporting and entertainment, consciously emulating the BBC, other US-run stations such as Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty specifically targeted the eastern bloc (but not East Germany). Much of the literature on these stations was for a long time autobiographical and to some extent self-congratulatory,​[3]​ but there have been recent more self-critical studies focussing, for instance, on CIA funding for RFE/RL.​[4]​ These stations also went to considerable lengths to research their audiences behind the Iron Curtain, either by interviewing refugees who came west in the 1950s, or by sending radio journalists over on impressionistic opinion-gathering missions. Broadcasting the Cold War ‘other’ will be one focus of this article.
	West Berlin, deep within the surrounding Soviet Occupation Zone, had offered the seemingly perfect platform for western broadcasters. Yet Goebbels’ former Propaganda Ministry studios in the British Sector had been quickly commandeered by the Red Army when it captured the city in May 1945, and continued as an eastern enclave for ten years before being handed back.​[5]​ The western Allied powers were therefore forced to look for other options. Radio in the American Sector (RIAS) emerged in 1946, as the only western station physically located in Berlin, developing in an escalating civic war of the ether with Berliner Rundfunk in the East.​[6]​ With relay stations in Bavaria RIAS could reach the GDR hinterland, however, and a major part of its broadcasting effort was aimed not at West Berlin but at East Germany,​[7]​ including listeners' letters in 'From the Zone - for the Zone'.​[8]​ The ‘objective’ BBC was therefore by no means the only external broadcaster reaching the GDR, and certainly not the biggest, but it did have a wealth of experience. Over the 1950s western estimates were that BBC listening grew, particularly among ‘educated and intellectual’ strata, so that between a quarter and a third of GDR refugees arriving in the West in 1958 had ‘usually’ listened to the BBC (whereas RIAS scored about double these results).​[9]​ 
	This was, of course, not the first time that the BBC had broadcast to a German audience. The German Service of the BBC had been launched in September 1938 during the Munich crisis, and then during the Second World War had become one of the mainstays of Britain's propaganda effort against Nazi Germany.​[10]​ By the war’s end a significant proportion of adult Germans tuned in to the BBC for an alternative view, although we will never know exactly how many.​[11]​ Programming included a mixture of news items, political commentaries, cultural pieces, but also light entertainment formats containing a more easily digestible propaganda message. The BBC had used comedy, for instance, in the shape of Robert Lucas’s ‘Private Hirnschal Letters’, whose Schwejkian anti-hero and his encounters with his eastern-front propaganda officer exposed the make-believe world of Nazi rhetoric. Bruno Adler’s ‘Frau Wernicke’ satire used a chatterbox Berlin housewife to juxtapose Nazi proclamations of ‘final victory’ with the daily reality of encroaching defeat.​[12]​ German listeners could laugh with these long-suffering characters at the hypocrisies of the regime, rather than feel mocked themselves. Some of these wartime comic brains were to be reactivated for service in the Cold War. Indeed, as we shall see, the continuity of exiled wartime cadres from the 1940s into the 1960s was to prove a headache for the BBC and other interested parties such as the Foreign Office as Cold War tensions relaxed. 
	Compared with its founding anti-Nazi phase, publishing on the BBC's Cold War output has been conspicuous by its almost complete absence. What little there is has either focused on the battles of political control between Bush House and Whitehall, especially at the time of the Suez Crisis, or on the outgoing political messages themselves.​[13]​ Using new materials from the BBC’s Written Archive at Caversham, this article will consider the role that the BBC’s East German Programme played at the height of the ‘first’ Cold War from the late 1940s to the 1960s, before détente shifted to a different frequency in the 1970s. Since this is largely terra incognita, a first section reconstructs the programming output aimed at East Germany, as well as some of the political battles behind the microphone; a second section attempts to close the loop by considering the reception of these programmes through the East German Programme's listeners' letters slot.

The BBC's East German Programme, 1949-75
The German Service continued to broadcast from the seventh floor of Bush House in London after the war, despite the fact that Britain had an occupation zone nurturing indigenous broadcasters such as Nordwestdeutscher Rundfunk (itself modelled on the BBC by former German Service chief Hugh Carleton Greene). Indeed, by 1948 with 120 staff the German Service was the biggest arm of what was to become the World Service of the BBC.​[14]​ Household wartime names in Germany such as Lindley Fraser continued to offer commentaries on the early Cold War, occupying the BBC’s niche of journalistic impartiality designed to set it apart from Russian and American competitors. Despite the fact that RIAS also coveted 'objective' status, the BBC usually scored higher in terms of trust in listeners’ polls, but at the risk of a slightly stuffy reputation.​[15]​
Experimenting with popular scheduling, Bush House began a slot impossible under the Nazis, ‘Funkbriefkasten’ (Radio Letterbox), designed to foster a post-fascist, democratic debate by soliciting letters from German listeners and reading out extracts on air. Funkbriefkasten did not suppress the fact that there were still many former Nazis who did not regard defeat in 1945 as liberation -- the broadcast of dissenting, Anglophobic voices aimed to show that true democracy could bear criticism. ‘Letterbox’ was dropped in 1948, however, since only about 20 per cent of missives actually referred to programme content, whereas most contained ‘personal problems, political observations and various irrelevant requests and complaints.’​[16]​ The BBC’s audience research department’s ‘Random Notes from the Mail’ continued to give a more confidential overview of letter content, for internal consumption only, but also circulated to British military government in Germany, including the British Army of the Rhine’s Intelligence Bureau, as well as the Foreign Office and select MPs such as Richard Crossman and Patrick Gordon Walker. 
It was soon noticed, moreover, that despite the poor reception in the Soviet Zone of the German Service’s long-wave signal (the Russians had confiscated most short-wave sets with a longer range), there was a large potential audience behind the Iron Curtain: ‘There is ample evidence of real eagerness to hear the BBC’s programmes and of readiness to run the risks that this involves. There are constant appeals to the BBC from Germans in the Russian zone not to “desert” them. They describe the BBC as their “only friend”, their “one ray of light, of hope”, their “window on the world”, their “last contact with England and freedom”.’​[17]​ On 4 April 1949, under the directorship of James Thomson, the German Service duly received a special new section, the East Zone Programme, targeting the Soviet Zone which in October 1949 became the German Democratic Republic (although the BBC only renamed it the less provocative ‘East German Programme’ in the 1960s; East Germans tended to refer to the service simply as ‘Radio London’). In the first broadcast Lindley Fraser, the trusted voice of wartime schedules, melodramatically announced that: ‘We know that many of you live in isolation. You are not only cut off from the free news sources in the West, often you do not know what is going on in other parts of the Soviet Zone. With the best will in the world, we cannot banish this sense of isolation, but we can mitigate it.’​[18]​
Crucially, however, under Austin Harrison the German Service also maintained a sub-office directly in West Berlin, on Savignyplatz by the elevated S-Bahn railway which passed through West Berlin only ten minutes from East Berlin. According to its staff, before the Wall was built in 1961, a constant stream of East Germans dropped in, some to vent their spleen about the GDR, others to offer constructive and not so constructive criticism. BBC staff would also attend the various trade fairs held in Berlin’s West End, near the Radio Tower convention centre, and conduct opinion surveys among visitors from the East. In addition, the Corporation maintained a Berlin correspondent, one of whose duties was to gather materials from interviews with East Germans for re-broadcast from London. During seismic events such as the 17 June 1953 uprising, when East Germany was swept by mass strikes and violent demonstrations, the then correspondent, Charles Wheeler, hardly concealed his sympathies for those who ‘have right and courage on their side’.​[19]​ Unsurprisingly, the BBC’s man-on-the-spot would regularly be chided by SED party officials in East Berlin as a tool of the anti-communist conspiracy. Yet, as the late 1960s Berlin correspondent, Peter Johnson, recalled, despite initial qualms about his journalistic integrity, he had become reconciled to the fact that he was purveying, in the tongue-in-cheek phrase of a Hungarian colleague, ‘anti-Communism with a human face’.​[20]​
	The East Zone Programme proper occupied only a half-hour slot from 8.30-9pm, preceded and followed by the German Service’s regular news and features. (There were repeats in the early mornings, but these were far less popular.) The BBC sought to overcome the early problems of long wave, by broadcasting on medium wave, and later VHF. This improved what had been poor reception for early listeners, who were constantly having to retune to avoid the ‘whistling concerts’ which accompanied the mass adjustment of sets as secret listeners sought out London. There were also constant complaints about jamming, particularly at times of greatest diplomatic tension. Nevertheless, in the mid-1950s there was a mutual moratorium on jamming in divided Germany, which meant that East German listeners had a far better chance of good reception than, for instance, Soviet audiences. But there were regular reports of sounds such as loud motor noises disturbing reception into the 1960s.​[21]​
Most East German listeners claimed to tune in to the BBC primarily for information. There were, of course, regular news bulletins on world events, and Germany and Berlin were rarely out of the headlines. East German listeners heard the same news bulletins as all German Service listeners. But the East Zone Programme attempted to make its commentary more palatable by deliberately blurring the boundary between information and entertainment. Among the Zonal Programme’s popular slots were Thursdays’ ‘The Baffled Newspaper Reader’ (Der verwunderte Zeitungsleser) which commented on the GDR’s newspaper coverage of the week, aware that many apparatchiks in ‘middle management’, as well as ambitious careerists, were having to swot up the latest party line. Even members of the general public were subject to factory indoctrination sessions, disparaged as ‘red light treatment’, which forced a higher level of engagement with the official media than was probably the case in western societies. Writer Robert Lucas therefore had a common set of texts through which to identify with the East German experience, drawing on his own wartime speciality of quoting Hitler contra Hitler. The slot used a voice-over technique to read between the lines of the GDR press, including passages read out by two different actors. Articles were juxtaposed against each other to the point of destruction, providing an up-to-date counter-reading of the ever-changing current party line. It was also an opportunity to test the party’s promises of yesteryear against daily realities, and so suggest a state of almost permanent déjà vu in ‘real existing socialism’.
	Another wartime reprise was the use of satire. In 1940 Bruno Adler, an exiled Sudeten German working for the Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign Office, had invented the satirical figures ‘Kurt and Willi’, a naive schoolteacher and a cynical propaganda apparatchik respectively.​[22]​ Kurt represented the plodding, but essentially redeemable 'good German', while Willi spoke self-servingly for the party. In the 1950s Adler created a new incarnation of this double-act, ‘Two Comrades’ (Die zwei Genossen), which featured the often inane banter between a party functionary and various hapless visitors during his office hour. Each weekly episode on Monday evenings began with a trademark loud knock at his door. Regular family members were introduced as part of a situation comedy to expose the vagaries of everyday life in the GDR, be it the food supply, the state of the East German film industry, or the high politics of the Berlin Wall. At one point one comrade’s daughter starts dating a non-party boyfriend, to official consternation, but at the same time providing an identification figure for non-party listeners. The slot carefully interwove world events into the parochial world of the party functionary, all delivered in thick ‘Berlinerish’, a hallmark of Adler’s wartime ‘Frau Wernicke’ broadcasts, with occasional malapropisms to convey a message of hypocrisy and unwitting hilarity. 
	Elections were a regular Two Comrades topic, in a system which operated the single-list where no parties stood against each other, but received pre-allocated shares of a list, with the ruling SED guaranteed a built-in majority. Eastern bloc elections were famous for their claims to almost complete unanimity among the electorate:
‘Klotz: This time I’ve sworn we have to manage 99 per cent yes votes – I won’t settle for less!
Krause: 99 per cent – is that all?
Klotz: Absolutely – it would be a colossal success, don’t you think?
Krause: No, mein Lieber. 99 per cent is next to nothing. With only 99 per cent we’d have to go in sackcloth and ashes before the others –
Klotz: Before the others? What others?
Krause: Before North Korea. In North Korea they just held elections two weeks ago, and you know how they did? Exactly one hundred per cent of voters voted, and the list of candidates was voted in 100 per cent.
Klotz: Look how the Asiatics are storming ahead!
Krause: Not only the Asiatics, Comrade Klotz! In Albania, which sort of belongs to Europe, they have almost got so far. In June the Albanians voted 99.995 per cent communist. Do you know what that means?
Klotz: Sure. That they’ve got their people in the cubicles…
Krause: Rubbish! That means that in all of Albania, of 800,000 voters a whole seven haven’t turned up.
Klotz: Which would mean about 100 in the GDR by comparison – a hundred who wouldn’t vote yes.
Krause: A hundred at best. Now you can see where democracy has made most progress. The decadent formal democracies in the West with their so-called political parties naturally just cannot compete. 
Klotz: They must be green with envy, Krause. But I don’t know, it seems to me that in countries like Albania and North Korea a certain danger is lurking, namely: if they keep on with their democratic progress, then it might happen that next time they get more than 100 per cent.’​[23]​
Before the Wall the flight of East Germans to the West – so-called Republikflucht – was a constant Two Comrades theme. It was easy for humourists to poke fun at the thinning ranks of East German society. One particular Two Comrades episode, a month before the building of the Wall, reflected the rumours swirling around the GDR about an imminent border closure, and may indeed have contributed to them. The Two Comrades had been debating who was the aggressor in the second Berlin Crisis of 1958-61, the East or the West:
‘[Sound of key turning in door.]
Krause: What are you doing there, man? Have you gone crazy, what’s got into you, you daft dog – why are you locking my door? Open it, and no dilly-dally!
Klotz: Calm down, Krause – I’ll not do anything to you. It’s just a little test. If you want to get out now, out of your little hideaway, and I won’t let you, what’ll you do?
Krause: Whack you one so that you see stars!
Klotz: And naturally I won’t stand for that and it’ll be fisticuffs. But who is responsible?
Krause: An idiotic question. You, of course, because you locked me in!
Klotz: Oh my goodness! Why me? Because I am effectively the aggressor?
Krause: You’re an aggressor just as Clausewitz stated! And you shouldn’t wonder if I hit back, which will be a dead certainty. Open the door, I say!
Klotz: Sure – it was just a little experiment, Krause. For if I am an aggressor, because I won’t let you out, what is Ulbricht if he wants to lock the door to the West on us? And if you have the right to clock me one for that, then the West also has the right to hit back. 
Krause: Rubbish, complete rubbish. What sort of comparison’s that supposed to be? First of all, you have no right to stop me going out –
Klotz: And who has the right to stop us leaving the GDR? Where our constitution guarantees freedom of movement! …
Krause: I’ve had about enough of your anti-party dialectics, comrade!’​[24]​ 
The greasy pole of advancement within the party ranks was designed to give the lie to rhetoric about social equality, and much of the Two Comrades satire was about the privileges in communist society and the cultural insularity of German petty officialdom. Adler's scripts were vetted by his British programme editors, and the microfilmed originals at Caversham do reveal the occasional crossing out of a joke too far, or a scrawled 'OK' in the margin. After the building of the Wall, however, Bruno Adler was confronted with something which was hardly a laughing matter: the shooting of would-be escapers at the Berlin Wall. Nevertheless, the slot continued to hammer home its anti-communist message, not shying away from incidents such as the shooting of refugees at the Wall, until it was taken off the air shortly after the assassination of President Kennedy. The Two Comrades may not have been to everyone’s taste - and it certainly sounds rather stilted today - but it regularly emerged in listener surveys as one of the more popular BBC slots. Some even claimed to be writing down the jokes for use themselves. ‘I cannot hear your broadcasts often because my father is a big Party boss’, confided one young man, but ‘I nearly always listen to the “Two Comrades” on Mondays because my father always has meetings at that time.’​[25]​ It was even reported that some party functionaries liked to listen to themselves being sent up. Nor was the BBC the only station to use this format. RIAS had the apparatchiks ‘Pinsel and Schnorchel’, and SFB ‘Schruppke’. Satirisation of the GDR functionary corps served to deepen the popular perception of a ‘them and us’ society under real existing socialism, between privileged party members and long-suffering citizens, but at the same time suggesting incompetence and cynicism. And despite the fact that East German political jokes may well have existed independently of the BBC, their public broadcast at least provided a potentially nationwide audience which went beyond the usual close circle of friends. As we shall see below, letters from the GDR were used as one source of material.
Despite the BBC’s oft-repeated claims about impartiality, there is evidence that the East German Service was regarded by its employer, the Foreign Office, as pushing the boundaries of diplomatic correctness, and approaching ‘American’ levels of anti-communism. This might have seemed ironic to some at Bush House, given the government’s pro-active role in the late 1940s in pressing the Corporation to represent the ‘national interest’.​[26]​ During the founding years of the German Service, it had constantly fought a rearguard action against increasing politicisation. Moreover, in the 1950s the BBC was in continuous receipt of priming materials from the FO’s Information Research Department, and there were close personal contacts between the BBC’s Berlin correspondent and the British commandant’s political adviser. During the second Berlin Crisis of 1958-61, however, the FO was looking to tone down broadcasting hyperbole. As one official put it: ‘My own impression of the B.B.C.’s output to Eastern Europe is that it leaves a great deal to be desired. It is out of date, émigré-minded, frequently clumsy and generally passive. Its appeal is to an ageing audience of dissidents which is steadily decreasing in numbers and influence. I should like to see the B.B.C. engage in a drastic spring-cleaning and actively aim for a wider and younger audience.’​[27]​ This may have been truer of the other eastern European services, but affected the German Service too. By the 1960s one newcomer noticed a definite generation gap: ‘The majority of the senior staff were Jewish émigrés from Germany and Austria, most of them with an academic background or of some prominence in their former occupations as stage directors, actors or authors.’​[28]​ Were the antifascist exiles reliving the Second World War in the Cold War?
Despite second thoughts in Whitehall, the BBC continued to enjoy support on the ground in Berlin. In 1957 the Foreign Office (FO) asked the British commandant there to assess the value of BBC broadcasts to East Germany. The response was qualified but positive. The recent Hungarian and Polish disturbances had, if anything, increased its importance: 
As a fair estimate I should say that one in five of those who tune into the West listen to the BBC, and, unlike many of the listeners to RIAS and SFB, they tune in for information. There is evidence that the more intelligent and more politically minded members of the community, the professional classes and university circles are proportionally well represented among BBC listeners. There is even evidence that the BBC’s broadcasts aimed directly at members of the ruling Communist Party – for example, those items contributed by well-known ex-Communists – do penetrate with effect.​[29]​

But the FO continued to have doubts about the BBC’s anti-communism rocking the diplomatic boat. In 1959 the Soviet Union had issued an official complaint about the tenor of western broadcasts, and it was clear that the diplomats saw a potential bargaining chip in offering concessions, '[i]f we are to move towards any serious summit endeavour to produce a “thaw”'.​[30]​ Ralph Murray of the FO considered whether the British might induce the Americans to tone down their anticommunist broadcasting. ‘Our own effort is of course very gentlemanly as regards the Soviet Union, but possibly a little questionable in the extent to which e.g. the Eastern Zone German Service of the B.B.C. deals sharply with internal developments there.’ As he delved deeper, however, there was more criticism: ‘I have noticed from occasional listening to the B.B.C. East Zone Service that it seems to me sharper in tone than any other Service I have ever been aware of and that it goes to lengths of exhortation or implied exhortation to the population of the East Zone which would I think get us into trouble with practically any other government.’​[31]​ 
For the moment, however, the East Zone Programme, which was always treated somewhat differently than broadcasts to the rest of the eastern bloc, was left alone -- the building of the Wall no doubt gave its ‘sharper’ items an extended lease on life. But changes did come in the 1960s. At the end of 1963 the long-running Two Comrades sketch show was dropped indefinitely. More populist items were introduced, just as the Foreign Office had hoped for, such as a popular music request show, ‘Eine kleine Beatmusik’, which from the mid-sixties attempted to ride the wave of Beatlemania which had surged over even the Iron Curtain, in search of younger audiences. Indeed, by the early 1970s it was these letters that were beginning to dwarf the ‘serious’ mail coming in to the BBC: in the summers of 1971 and 1972 six times as many pop-related letters landed on Bush House’s desk as general mail.​[32]​
There were even political fallouts among some of the German staff. Perhaps the most famous name on the East German Programme was Erich Fried (1921-88), who has acquired more fame as a poet and translator. Fried, himself a former communist, had worked for the East Zone Programme since 1952, offering critical commentaries on cultural developments in the GDR. Although never prepared to disavow Marxism, and willing to attack western cold warriors, he openly attacked the SED’s driving out of fellow intellectuals such as Ernst Bloch, and defended dissidents such as Robert Havemann. But in January 1968, on air, he resigned suddenly and dramatically, denouncing the US for the Vietnam War, the central subject of his recent poetry, which landed his superior in hot water with Whitehall.​[33]​ In August 1972 ‘The Baffled Newspaper Reader’ also ended its 23-year run, in the wake of the Ostpolitik which was loosening up Cold War relations, signing off with a whimsical review of the last two decades: ‘How much has changed in this time. BUT WHAT REALLY IMPRESSES ME is the very stability of living conditions in the GDR. With all the changes so much has remained unchanged.’ Vending machines that did not yield their contents; or queues for non-existent goods. Yet, as we shall see below, some of these perennial jibes were beginning to fall flat with GDR audiences.
From 1973 the GDR had achieved a form of semi-recognition as a member of the UN, and the same year the UK opened an embassy in East Berlin. Accordingly, from the mid-seventies a decision was taken to offer only all-German programming for the German Service, and the specifically East German element fell away altogether. Hans Jaecker, the first German-born German Service director, who took over from Richard O’Rorke in 1975, justified the changes thus: ‘On both sides of the Iron Curtain the same language was spoken. Admittedly GDR citizens were sitting in a cage, but that was not their fault. Separate, bespoke broadcasts for them could easily be misunderstood as patronising, spoon-feeding or even as propaganda’.​[34]​ Broadcasting to the GDR from then on became part of the main German Service output, which, despite threats of budget cuts under Mrs. Thatcher -- the East German dimension clinched arguments to keep the German Service running -- continued until the end of the Cold War. But in a post-Cold War world, with a united Germany, the Service was deemed to have outlived its purpose and was closed down altogether in 1999.

Echoes and False Echoes: Letters to the BBC from East Germany
Beyond purely technical matters of signals and frequencies, reception has always been one of the more elusive areas of broadcasting studies. It is easier to reconstruct the outgoing messages behind the microphone than to gauge the response from those on the receiving end. Even East German broadcasters made a feature of their listenerships, wishing to demonstrate their 'connection with the masses' (Massenverbundenheit). GDR listeners' meetings served the dual purpose of gauging popular opinion, but also educating that opinion. The State Radio Committee even commissioned audience research in the 1950s, but stopped this experiment in 1958 when western broadcasts were included by the academic in charge.​[35]​ And there were certainly listeners' letters which complained about the chronic shortages in the GDR, but the mail which landed on the desk of Gerhart Eisler, the GDR's agony uncle, remained unbroadcasted. 
	Audiences for stations on the other side of the Iron Curtain are doubly problematic. Studies on RIAS's listeners have focused on the quality of reception, and the popularity of certain programmes such as the Insulaner cabaret or the warning service against Stasi informants.​[36]​ It is clear that RIAS's popularity depended not only on the content of its programmes - it had to learn to put on easy-listening to compete with East German rivals who offered more music - but also on their freedom from jamming. But programmes such as 'From the Zone for the Zone', which made the letters themselves a feature, have not been considered by scholars. Sender Freies Berlin, the indigenous West Berlin broadcaster, also conducted listener surveys, interviewing East German visitors, but the findings have again been limited to technical reception, and the fact that there was a high degree of 'cross-listening', as audiences switched between eastern and western broadcasters.​[37]​
	The BBC went to considerable lengths, despite the impossibility of conducting surveys inside the GDR, to establish its listenership’s profile and listening habits. Bi-annual surveys were carried out from 1954-61 at West Berlin events such as the farmers’ Green Week or at the Berlin Trade Fair. On occasion, BBC researchers would even be allowed into the Marienfelde refugee reception camp to interview newly arrived East Germans. Naturally, this was a highly self-selecting sample group and would in no way have been representative of GDR opinion as a whole, but it does tell us something about BBC listenership. Mainly men attended these events, with a high proportion of white-collar office workers, but also significant numbers of workers, and farmers at Green Week. Half of them had more than elementary education, including 14 per cent university graduates. In the September 1960 Trade Fair survey, the last before the Wall, attended by a quarter of a million East Germans, half of the 200 interviewees had started listening to the BBC during the war. There was a high degree (70%) of cross-listening to RIAS. It was also clear that growing television ownership was beginning to push down radio-listening numbers. Nevertheless, over the course of the Berlin Crisis around 40 per cent of listeners quizzed claimed to listen daily. Most listeners switched on at 8pm and listened to the news, followed by one of the rotating features. All surveys tended to find that ‘Two Comrades’, ‘Letters without Signature’ and ‘The Baffled Newspaper Reader’ had highest audience recognition. Lindley Fraser, Erich Fried and Austin Harrison were the most easily recalled broadcasters. Positive views about the BBC in 1960 included: ‘Polite – the English do not rant’ and ‘The political broadcasts do not paint everything black or white’. On the down side, programmes were sometimes ‘too highbrow’, or ‘the line taken is too soft – not powerful enough’.​[38]​ 
What follows is a more in-depth analysis of the East German Programme’s most popular slot, scripted by East Germans themselves from write-ins to the BBC: 'Letters without Signature' (Briefe ohne Unterschrift). Listenership tends to be conceived as a passive activity, but political messages were not simply consumed in a one-way street. Just as in the German Service's abandoned experiment with Funkbriefkasten, discussed above, a radio mailbag was designed as a virtual forum for democratic debate. The BBC was actively encouraging listeners to talk back, fully aware that freedom of speech was severely curtailed in the GDR, and to make this deficit audible. Anonymity was naturally an important aspect of writing to an organisation the Stasi considered an ‘enemy agency’. Nevertheless, western listening was never criminalised in the way that the Third Reich persecuted Feindhören in its final years, even introducing the death penalty in extreme cases.​[39]​ Instead, listeners would be subject to moral reprimands and career obstruction. As one inveterate woman correspondent, a doctor, who had been imprisoned in the Third Reich for BBC listening, explained in 1972: ‘Some weeks ago I wrote you that a woman official, acting on behalf of higher authority, threatened me because of my occasional letters to the BBC. She had read four of them, and agreed that they contained no defamation of our DDR state. Yet she threatened me with more severe punishment if I continued to write. Which I am now doing!’ The author inferred that her promotion was being blocked, since she was the ‘black sheep’ among her titled colleagues. ‘This year I was expressly told by officials that the title [of medical officer] had been refused me because of my letters to the BBC. That is now actually a joy to me, as I can document my old, sincere love for the BBC by a small visible sacrifice. For according to the eternal wisdom of love, there is no love without sacrifice.’​[40]​ The anonymous doctor even hoped that those intercepting her mail, rather like the Stasi officer in The Lives of Others, might begin to change their minds through their snooping.
Writers to the BBC would either not give their names at all, or frequently invented conspiratorial noms de plume, such as ‘Orpheus from the Underworld’ or the ‘Seven Black Ravens’.​[41]​ Before the Wall it was still possible for East Germans to come across to the western sectors of Berlin and post their letters there. Others posted them from the East to frequently rotated and anonymous postboxes or fictitious addresses. Occasionally the East German post office tried to intercept mail, but only a small proportion of letters arriving in the 1950s was visibly censored.​[42]​ After the Wall the postal route became all the more important. It is certain that the Stasi were generally intercepting letters to help them gauge the public mood, and the British Services Security Organisation (BSSO) in West Berlin was also illegally opening the mail to build up a picture of East German public opinion. These letters, even the ones not broadcast over the air, therefore probably had a wider audience than the BBC itself. It was also rumoured within the German Service that the German Audience Research department in room 727 of Bush House was working with British intelligence, but this cannot be verified.
	The number of letters arriving from East Germany in the early years was relatively small, but still made up a significant percentage of the overall German mailbag: 24 per cent in 1949, and 31 per cent in 1950. But in 1951 and 1952 there were still only 139 and 240 letters respectively. Yet in the fateful year of 1953, which witnessed an uprising across the GDR in June, the German Service noted an explosion of letters from the GDR: 1,101 or 53 per cent of all letters received.​[43]​ The following chart shows the monthly fluctuations of incoming mail, reflecting a close correlation between events in Cold War high politics, such as the 1953 insurrection, or the 1958 Khrushchev Ultimatum which started the second Berlin Crisis, and the willingness of BBC listeners to take up their pens. One is also struck by the drop in letters at times of diplomatic deadlock, such as in spring 1959, and above all after May 1960 and the collapse of the Paris talks over the U2 shootdown. This suggests a certain foreign policy fatigue among listeners and a diminishing belief in the West’s ability to influence events.

Source: BBC-WAC, E3/208/1-5 and E3/275-1-3. No data available for 1955-56.
Furthermore, the downward trend of letter-writing in 1960-61 is in almost inverse proportion to the numbers of people fleeing the country. If one were to apply Hirschman’s ‘exit’ and ‘voice’ model to these two sets of indicators, which suggests that protest occurs in a diametrically opposed relation to the ability to flee from a situation, there is some evidence that in the period 1960-61, when Republikflucht to the West reached epidemic proportions, letter-writing was losing its appeal.​[44]​ Yet, one would expect letter-writing to increase after the building of the Wall (instead, the number of incoming letters stabilised at perhaps a third of the pre-Wall level, but the pool certainly did not dry up completely). This no doubt reflected better letter intercept techniques by the Stasi, but probably also disaffection with the West at its half-hearted response to the building of the Wall.
These letters formed the basis for a regular feature, ‘Letters without Signature’, presented initially by Christopher Dilke and Carl Brinitzer, and later by Austin Harrison. The programme began with the dramatic words: ‘BBC – three dangerous letters. Dangerous for all those who fear the truth and especially dangerous for all those who want to hear the truth and actually hear it at great personal risk.’​[45]​ Selected letters would then be read out and commentated on. (Internally, there were concerns at the repetitive nature of the letters’ content, and the broadcasters were grateful for letter-writers with a definite point of view, even negative!) What is preserved at Caversham are not the scripts of the show itself, but summary reports and the original incoming letters: 233 files of mail to the German Service covering the period 1955-76, by far the largest such resource for any national listenership to the BBC World Service. Contemporary claims by communist commentators that these were forged seem unlikely, given this volume and random samplings of the originals. The letters are by their nature variegated and full of anecdotal insight. But since the BBC made little attempt to analyse their themes quantitatively, what follows is a somewhat impressionistic, qualitative overview of typical, recurring themes.
Shortages: the East Germans became famous for their capacity to write complaining letters (Meckerbriefe) and many of these concerned the dire state of the GDR economy. (It was also more acceptable even within the GDR to voice economistic, rather than political, discontent.) ‘Without Signature’ regularly documented the current state of the GDR’s shortage economy, including lists of goods for which citizens were queuing, such as jam, nails, shoes, as well as the ‘thousand little things’ that were taken for granted in the West. In the late spring of 1960 things seemed to be getting worse, with dairy products badly affected, frequently attributed to the collectivisation of agriculture which had just taken place. It was also noted that relative to West Germany, and to average take-home pay, the GDR was paying more for basic goods. It therefore made good western propaganda to advertise the disparities. Mood reports generated by the SED’s Party Information department confirm the prevalence of these material concerns.​[46]​ Yet economistic issues could be politicised by particular campaigns, such as the Americans’ offer of food parcels to East Germans in 1953; a third of letters 'Without Signature' to the BBC contained requests for food parcels in that year. There was a danger in the longer term, however, of East Germans feeling patronised by these reminders of poor living conditions. Listener fatigue or resentment might set in when listening to familiar lists of shortage goods. As living standards gradually began to rise in the mid-sixties, reaching relatively comfortable levels by the mid-seventies, painting the GDR as a society of second-class consumers was a tactic which was increasingly likely to rebound on the BBC.
	Ethereal Democracy: one of the functions of Letters without Signature, since these were not simply private communications, was to create a substitute public sphere which did not exist in the state-controlled media landscape of the GDR. A common response was that hearing other people’s views broke down listeners’ sense of isolation. Many did not know for sure what others were thinking. Given the Stasi’s network of informants, one had to be careful to whom one confided heterodox views. One writer explained: ‘All of us who listen to Radio London are a community. We have not met each other, but the day will come when we can listen where the mood takes us, without jamming and without having to turn the set down to whispering volume.’​[47]​ According to another: ‘These letters are for many people the only possibility of giving vent to their tormented feelings, and for this opportunity we thank you. However varied the letters are in type and content, they all have in common a faith and hope in a better future, and letter writers, listeners and commentators are all bound together by good will. We do not know each other, we belong to all social and age groups, we have differing views of what should be done, and yet we form a community. The knowledge that we do not stand alone in our fight gives us the strength and the spirit to write these letters.’​[48]​ It was noted that listeners were discussing programmes among each other: ‘The whole town is already talking about it on Tuesday’ or ‘We talk about it among colleagues’.​[49]​ Other writers liked to expose the lie of ‘people’s democracy’, for instance explaining how the petitions for peace collected in the GDR in 1960 were gathered by door-to-door visits from the police. These messages were designed as correctives for the consumption of western listeners who might have been falling prey to temptations to play down the degree of oppression in the GDR. Other letters, in what the BBC called the ‘friendly-critical’ category, emphasised the divided nature of the opposition in the GDR. ‘Your programmes are very good and I listen to them as often as possible, but I doubt whether basically they change anything. Despite the many refugees the anti-Communist forces here are still very strong. But they are divided, without leadership, and therefore completely powerless. Instead of the often senseless letter-writing, one ought sometime to consider how to assemble these forces for a counter-attack.’​[50]​
	Abandonment: another common feedback theme was that of abandonment by the West. A widely held early view among East Germans was that the postwar borders were provisional arrangements, encouraging an attentiste ‘wait-and-see’ attitude to the outcome of the Cold War. But in June 1953 the western powers had not intervened at the time of the uprising, and the letters’ desk noted a sharp drop in incoming mail which reflected ‘some disillusion towards the end of the year.’​[51]​ The Hungarian débâcle in 1956 only reinforced this feeling of isolation from the West. The building of the Wall in 1961 seemed the final nail in the coffin. As a listener in Brandis wrote: ‘You are always for the West Berliners but nobody mentions the 17 million Germans who still live in the East Zone. I shudder to think that the same fate is prepared for us as for the poor Koreans and Hungarians, who are long since forgotten and written off. Please do something at last or we shall lose our hope.’​[52]​ These attitudes reflect a high degree of resentment that East Germans were being expected to ‘hold out’ on their own against the Stalinist system, but also a wildly exaggerated view of the possibilities available to the West. It is more than likely that disaffected letter-writers were part of a self-selecting group - those who had come to terms with the GDR were far less likely to take up their pens. There is also evidence that there was a proportion of personal 'begging letters' which were seeking some form of material redress for the authors' perceived plight, but which are closed to researchers.
	Anti-Communism: one other common motivating factor of letter-writers, knowing that some letters might be broadcast, was to correct misperceptions in the West, or what was viewed as unduly balanced reporting. Local anti-communists frequently wanted a more hardline Cold War stance. (It must also be assumed that, purely statistically, some of these must have been former National Socialists.) One is therefore confronted by statements such as: ‘Who is the cause of the misery that has afflicted the farmers? You would say Hitler, but you should go back further. The Versailles Treaty was the cause of Hitler’s rise to power … You destroyed the only power which knew what Bolshevism meant’.​[53]​ A frequent related trend was to take the BBC to task for being too objective: ‘There was, inevitably, an occasional lament that the tone of the broadcasts was “too fine” and that we should be tougher towards the Russians.’ A former communist (until 1950) wrote to admire Adenauer’s tough line on negotiations: ‘The free world should also adopt this attitude. … In dealing with the Russians, one has to use strong language; diplomatic language is unsuitable for them.’​[54]​
Another writer explained how: ‘We want to see the West opposing Soviet imperialism with the same uncompromising determination that it fought Hitler. Communism knows no compromise.’ Or: ‘We are unhappy about the way the West seems to be accepting Russian proposals… A fair boxer will always lose against an unfair one.’​[55]​ These views placed the BBC in somewhat of a dilemma. Overtly revisionist claims, such as the rejection of the Oder-Neisse border, had to be rejected; but listeners’ reports were passed on to the Foreign Office as evidence of the resilience of East German popular opinion during negotiations. It is telling that digests of these letters sit alongside the Foreign Office's internal discussions of whether to rein in the BBC's eastern European broadcasting, discussed in the previous section. Whether this Cold War fundamentalism was welcomed by diplomats remains open to question. Increasingly, the BBC’s East German section, like many of the other East European services, was accused of being in a superannuated Cold War deep freeze.
	Third Ways: it would be a grave misrepresentation, nonetheless, to view the letters as all coming from frustrated ‘resisters’ against state communism in the GDR. Some listeners still regarded themselves as Marxists, but were facing a perversion of their belief-system in the bureaucratic Stalinism of the SED. After all, this area of Germany in the Weimar Republic, at least in the industrial conurbations, had produced a high proportion of KPD and SPD supporters. Broadcasters such as Erich Fried, himself a Marxist, could thus speak to this audience segment. One listener from Saxony requested the BBC to ‘admit that Bolshevism has absolutely nothing to do with Communism (which means love for one’s neighbour), but in future, when mentioning Moscow heresy, speak only of Bolshevism. Stamp hard on the Bolsheviks’ corns!’​[56]​ Another wrote how ‘the old Communists are the most disappointed. If the thousands of former anti-Fascists who lost their lives in concentration camps and prisons could see what is going on now, they would be bitterly disappointed and would regret having sacrificed their lives.’​[57]​ Others were refreshingly honest about the fragmented nature of any potential GDR opposition: ‘The tragedy of our resistance is perhaps that while each of us knows what he is against, there are great differences of opinion about what we are for. The West must be clear about this, that the alternative to our system must never be capitalism of the Western type but must be something new – a mixture of positive capitalism and positive Socialism.’​[58]​ Moreover, there is considerable evidence that as the generation matured which had grown up within the GDR, some of the ‘achievements of socialism’ began to rub off on writers. Irritated younger writers became more common in the 1960s, who would take the BBC to task for only reading out ‘extremist’ views and for throwing out the East German baby with the communist bathwater. The achievements of reconstruction were praised. No doubt, some of these letter-writers were 'planted' by the GDR authorities, but there are enough differentiated letters to suggest that more and more listeners were prepared to defend their country against schematic western views. 

Conclusions
The East German Programme was a Cold War creation whose wartime parentage was starkly evident. Continued broadcasting was morally justified by a belief in the totalitarian similarities of Nazi Germany and communist East Germany. This may have been legitimate in the late-Stalinist phase up to 1953, and was given additional longevity by the building of the Berlin Wall in 1961. But it was a view which encountered increasing opposition within the British foreign policy establishment in the 1960s, not so much out of ideological convergence as from the realities of diplomatic rapprochement. But the generation of anti-Hitler broadcasters still believed in their moral mission. East German programming maintained a special status on the frontline of the Cold War, and managed to stave off reforms for longer than other eastern bloc services within the World Service. Ultimately, however, heavily anti-communist broadcasting became an anachronism: the 'East Zone Programme' lived by the Cold War, but even the renamed 'East German Programme' of the 1960s succumbed to the forces of détente in the 1970s. 
The BBC never advocated the active overthrow of the East German system, so could never be counted among liberationist broadcasters such as Radio Free Europe or the early RIAS. But it suffered from a dearth of resources compared with its American counterparts, which meant that it was appealing to a limited demographic among the East German Bildungsbürgertum. Its experiments with popular culture were highly limited in scope, and it never aspired to become background listening in the way that RIAS may have achieved. As Meyen and Schwer remind us, even in the GDR the prime audience need was for entertainment rather than political information, and foreign broadcasters who ignored this, did so at their peril.​[59]​ The Foreign Office recognised the need for a broader and younger appeal, but the guardians of the broadcasting flame in Bush House defended 'narrow-casting' towards an elite audience. Nevertheless, as we have seen, items such as 'Two Comrades' had come to the end of their natural life at around the same time that the Second Berlin Crisis ended, showing that the high politics of the Cold War provided an important parameter.
More fundamental, perhaps, is what the case of radio reveals about the relationship between transmitters and receivers of messages, between broadcasters and audiences. In order to be on the same wavelength as GDR listeners, BBC scriptwriters such as Adler had to immerse themselves in the public discourses of the East. Parody of the latest Party line required close reading of the GDR press. To this extent, any ‘western’ discourse, was by its nature a counter-discourse with what was being offered by the East, and closely intertwined. Transmitters on both sides listened carefully to what the opposition was putting out, and so it makes little sense to study these in isolation. The ethereal Iron Curtain was a sounding board receiving impulses from two sides, which joined as much as separated.
Furthermore, despite the existence of the Iron Curtain, its passage by so many uncensored letters suggests the need to abandon models of hermetic closure, even after the Wall. Listeners in the East were probably much better informed about both sides of the conflict than were their western counterparts. With programmes such as ‘Letters without Signature’, the audience itself was becoming a broadcaster. In this sense we need to rethink the relationship between ‘active’ and ‘passive’ members of this ethereal community. There is no doubt that the BBC as a democratic voice, had certain preconceived ideas about the nature of an audience in what was commonly perceived as a totalitarian system. It chose some of the feedback to confirm this view. There was a danger that it was preaching to the converted, and that the self-selecting anti-communist echo from the East put it out of touch with the silent majority. To this extent these were increasingly false echoes. But in many cases it was the BBC which was having to respond, and in some cases was undoubtedly being manipulated by its listeners. 
Yet, unlike East German listeners’ letters to figures such as Eisler, BBC letters were broadcast (and writers knew that they might be), so they were semi-public documents from the outset. They were messages with multiple audiences. The overt audience for ‘Letters without Signature’ was sympathetic fellow East Germans, but they were sometimes also sent as correctives to unrepresentative views of fellow citizens as gleaned from other areas of public discourse, such as the GDR press. But there were enough letters written against the grain, or which pleaded for a middle way, to suggest a nuanced and realistic view of what was occurring in East Germany.
This is less clear when trying to reconstruct what East Germans imagined by the ‘West’. East German letter-writers may have thought that they were communicating with ‘England’, but this was not always as the mother of democracy, but was on occasion the ‘perfidious Albion’ of colonies and broken promises. Probably most members of the British general public would have had no inkling of these messages from behind the Iron Curtain. The ‘West’ certainly meant for many writers the international community which seemed to have Germany’s fate in its hands. One imaginary recipient of such messages in the 1950s was the diplomat who was contemplating a return to appeasement. Within the information-gathering establishment of professional East Germany watchers, the dissemination of audience research reports reflected power-battles between anti-appeasement Cold War hardliners, and liberals advocating acceptance of the Cold War status quo and a modus vivendi with the East. The availability of their own channel of East German comment meant that the Foreign Office was not solely reliant on hearsay from other Cold War players such as Bonn’s Ministry of All-German Affairs, which had a vested interest in keeping alive a resistance discourse in the ‘Zone’.
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